Many years have passed since Queen Thirrin and her allies defended the Icemark against a brutal invasion. But now General Bellorum is back, along with his bloodthirsty spawn, twin sons even more vicious than him. Thirrin and Oskan also have a family: two girls and three boys. But darkness lurks within the House of Lindenshield: Medea, the couple's cold-hearted, fifteen-year-old daughter, who's just coming into her magical powers, may be the downfall of the kingdom. It's up to her brother, Charlemagne, crippled by polio as a child, to return from exile and rescue the land he loves.
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The Cry of the Icemark is one of Stuart Hills best books his ever writing. Well, its the best book I have read. If you want a fantasy adventure you should read the second book The Cry of the Icemark: Blade of Fire. Its better than the first one Id have to say. Its about twenty years later after Queen Thirrin defeated General Scipio Bellorums army, but his come back for his revenge. Thirrin and Oskan now married and have five children. Oskan had a prophecy that Sharley would carry a blade of fire in his hands. When they realized that they couldnt hold Bellorums army out. They decided to send Sharley the youngest, which almost died of polio when he was four years old, to the far south as Prince Region going with his is Maggie his advisor. Who has plans to do when he gets there that will help the Icemark, but has told know one of them. On his journey there to the south his sister Medea, who is gifted like her father, tries to kill him on his ling journey there. Back at the Icemark Queen Thirrins army of Vampires, Wolf folk, and her own men, and her Uncle Ollies countries army all together is being cut down by Bellorums giant army. The Icemark is already starting to fall, but Thirrin wont give up hope not yet. If you want to find out the rest you have to read the book. This book will really take you on an adventure across the sea, and into the desert, and beyond. What I dont like about this book is the deaths in it a lot of great people die in the book, but its amazing how Stuart Hill keeps the characters moving on. Stuart Hill has to be one of the greatest authors ever. If you want to travel somewhere you never been this is the book you should read. Its a book you never want to put down you just want to keep on reading. If you are thinking about reading this book I am just going to warn is dont get lost in it. It is easy to get yourself lost in the story.
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